Abstract: Previous research suggests the importance of rms amplitude and spectral centroid in the classification of and relationships between musical timbres. One-dimensional values of rise time and mean spectral centroid have correlated highly with perceptual findings. In natural acoustical signals, however, amplitude and spectral centroid vary through time in a semipredictable fashion. The interaction of these rrajectories differs for nonpercussive versus percussive tones from Western instruments. The salience of these trajectories is examined in a series of perceptual studies.
BACKGROUND
Based on previous empirical research and a number of definitions, there are two primary operations for musical timbre: (1) as a classificatory phenomenon, whereby a listener can classify, recognize or identify the sound source, and (2) as a relational phenomenon, whereby one can determine common timbral characteristics among stimuli within a specified set of sounds. The former operation has generally examined the relative salience of various segments of musical tones, namely the attack, steady state, and decay, by utilizing a classification or identification task. The latter has utilized the transformation of subjective similarity ratings into a geometric configuration.
In this configuration, subjects' ratings are converted to distances such that similar stimuli are represented by points which are in closer proximity than are dissimilar stimuli. These two operational definitions highlight the categorical-continuous nature of timbre. The results of the identification experiments from the 1960s and 1970s are summarized by Hajda, Kendall, Carterette, and Harshberger (1): "Overall, conditions in which attack transients were removed produced increased confusion and poorer identification than conditions in which attack transients were present" (p. 267). Kendall, however, found that the time-variant steady state was necessary and sufficient for the categorization of melodic phrases (2) . Even for single-tone stimuli, the attack and time-variant steady state portions produced categorizations which were not statistically different.
The difference in findings can be partially explained by the fact that Kendall used an operational definition for the partitioning of transient segments which was partially based on signal characteristics, whereas the earlier studies used somewhat arbitrary constant attack times which were applied to all signals regardless of the physical properties of the musical instrument. Kendall also found that the replacement of the time-variant steady state with a static steady state resulted in a significant reduction in correct categorizations.
He refers to "the interrelation of some as yet unidentified aspect of the time-variant steady state" as crucial to the classification of musical timbres. None of the early classification studies formally investigated the perceptual effect of partitioning percussive tones.
However, several similarity studies have included both percussive and nonpercussive tones. The configurations generated from these studies invariably separate the nonpercussive envelopes from the percussive; McAdams et al. (3) found a high correlation between physical log rise time and the primary dimension of the configuration generated by the perceptual data. A secondary salient physical variable (of primary salience for similarity studies which do not include percussive signals) is the long-time-average spectral centroid.
The spectral centroid is the amplitude-weighted mean frequency of a signal:
where f is frequency (in Hz) and a is linear amplitude of frequency band b up to rn bands.
RMS AMPLITUDE AND SPECTRAL CENTROID TRAJECTORIES
Beauchamp (4) observed that, for certain nonpercussive signals, rms amplitude and spectral centroid have a monotonic relationship throughout the steady state portion of a tone. The evolution of each of these variables can be thought of as a trajector)l with magnitude and direction.
The following partitions of nonpercussive signals are based on the interrelationship between the rms amplitude and spectral centroid throughout a tone's duration (1): Attack -that part of the signal from onset during which the amplitude increases and the centroid trajectory traces a spike. The attack ends when the centroid reaches its first local minimum; Attack/Stead:, State Transition -the segment from the end of the attack to the first local amplitude maximum.
The centroid increases during this segment; Steady State -the segment from the end of the transition during which the amplitude and centroid vary more or less monotonically around mean values; Decay -the segment during which the amplitude and centroid steadily decline. These segments are illustrated in Figure I . Percussive signals, however, have no steady state portion. Additionally, r-ms amplitude and spectral centroid maintain a monotonic relationship throughout the sharp attack and relatively long decay of a percussive tone.
A series of identification studies was conducted with recorded tones from six percussive and six nonpercussive instruments performed in a moderately reverberant auditorium at concert Bb4 (ca. 466 Hz). Edits included segments from the t-ms amplitude and spectral centroid trajectory model discussed above. In general, for continuant signals of approximately 3.5 set duration, the steady state signal alone was necessary and sufficient for instrument identification.
Additional results have been summarized elsewhere (5, 6) . Because percussive tones cannot be partitioned in the same manner as nonpercussive tones, the issue of the salience of the attack versus the steady state is of limited scope. However, the rms amplitude and spectral centroid trajectories are characteristic of all natural (i.e. time-variant) signals. A new set of studies has been devised which test the relative salience of these trajectories in both classificatory and relational contexts. Both the magnitude and direction of the rms amplitude and spectral centroid can be experimentally controlled by resynthesizing signals with constant amplitude and centroid and forward and backward playback. The results for these studies are forthcoming.
